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“Rising average selling prices reflect recognition on the
part of consumers that they get what they pay for and an
increasing proportion of them understand that it is worth
paying more for a quality bicycle.”
– Michael Oliver, Senior Leisure & Media Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Car industry offers pointers to top end of market
Fashion industry example could help suppliers to be more flexible
Independent cycle trade needs to stem the erosion of its market share
More scope for package deals, either from manufacturers or retailers

Although the UK bicycles market is a very mature one, it is potentially on the verge of a new era of
growth. Central and local government are investing in cycling infrastructure to make riding on the
roads safer, and have committed to giving more prominence to cycling and walking in the transport
planning process from now on. Combined with the ‘feel good’ factor which has arisen from multiple
successes in major cycling events by British competitors and multifarious factors which have stimulated
cycle commuting, this has led in recent years to a steady increase in the number of people cycling.
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There has not always been a direct correlation between participation and sales – anecdotal evidence
suggests that many people returned to cycling with existing machines, at least initially, but it seems
that the improvements in the UK economy and corresponding gains in consumer confidence and
household spending power have boosted demand for new bicycles in 2014.
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Looking ahead, all the ingredients are in place for market growth in the coming five years, ranging
from improved attitudes among consumers to paying more for a quality bicycle, to the positive
economic outlook and promised investment in cycling infrastructure. The only potential ‘fly in the
ointment’ could be recent exchange rate fluctuations, which are likely to lead to price increases in 2016
– just when consumers might be feeling a little better off and more disposed towards making larger
purchases.
This report looks at the factors driving demand for bicycles, examines recent innovations, provides
sales volumes and values for the industry, how the market segments, market shares, profiles of the
leading suppliers, and assesses consumers behaviour and attitudes when it comes to a variety of
different elements of cycling and purchasing bicycles.
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Mintel last reported on this market in Bicycles – UK, March 2014 .

DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Halfords is the market leader
Figure 33: Leading bicycle suppliers to the UK market, ranked by UK cycling* turnover, 2013
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Taiwan retains position as biggest source of imports
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Trek Bicycle Corporation Ltd
Background
Financial performance
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Figure 42: Key financial data for Trek Bicycle Corporation Ltd, 2009-13
Product range
Recent activity
Giant UK Ltd
Background
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Figure 43: Key financial data for Giant UK Ltd, 2009-13
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Raleigh UK Ltd
Background
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Figure 44: Key financial data for Raleigh UK Ltd, 2009-13
Product range
Recent activity
Cycling Sports Group (IBD Bikes UK Ltd)
Background
Financial performance
Figure 45: Key financial data for IBD Bikes UK Ltd, 2009-13
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Avocet Sports Ltd
Background
Financial performance
Figure 46: Key financial data for Avocet Sports Ltd, 2012-14
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Channels to Market
Key points
Halfords continues to gain market share from specialists
Figure 47: UK bicycle sales (units), by distribution channel, 2012-14
Evans leads specialist channel
Online specialists continue to outperform bricks and mortar rivals
Direct sellers play an increasing role in the market
Supermarkets do well targeting the budget/entry level

Brand Communication and Promotion
Key points
Adspend reaches new high in 2014
Figure 48: Trends in total advertising expenditure on bicycles, 2010-14
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Twin peaks for spend by month
Figure 49: Indexed advertising expenditure on bicycles, by month, 2014
Halfords is the biggest spender
Figure 50: Advertising expenditure on bicycles, by top 20 advertisers, 2010-14
TV and press are the most popular media used for advertising
Figure 51: Advertising expenditure on bicycles, by media type, 2014
Figure 52: Advertising expenditure and number of adverts for bicycles in the UK, by TV channel, 2014
Figure 53: Advertising expenditure and number of adverts for bicycles in the UK, by press title, 2014

Cycling Participation
Key points
More than a third of adults currently cycle
Figure 54: Frequency of cycling, December 2014
Characteristics of current riders
Lapsed riders tend to be older and less well-off
Young and women most likely never to have ridden

Bicycle Ownership
Key points
Personal ownership of bicycles at 43%
Figure 55: Personal and household bicycle ownership, December 2014

How Recently Main Bicycle was Bought
Key points
Just over a quarter bought a bicycle in the past year
Figure 56: How recently main bicycle was bought, December 2014

New Versus Second-hand Purchases
Key points
New bicycles account for almost eight in 10 purchases
Figure 57: New versus second-hand purchases, December 2014

Where Main Bicycle was Bought
Key points
Stores preferred but online gaining ground
Figure 58: Where main bicycle was bought, December 2014

Type of Bicycle Ridden
Key points
Mountain bikes are most popular type ridden
Figure 59: Type of bicycle ridden most often, December 2014

Cycling Behaviours and Experiences
Key points
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Almost two in five cyclists wear a helmet
Figure 60: Cycling behaviours and experiences, December 2014
No longer ‘them and us’
Men more adventurous with maintenance
Women most likely to ride at the weekend
One in 10 cyclists have been knocked off

The Cycle to Work Scheme
Key points
One in 10 employees claim to have used Cycle to Work Scheme
Figure 61: Use of Cycle to Work Scheme to purchase bicycles, December 2014
Low levels of awareness for Cycle to Work Scheme
Figure 62: Awareness of the Cycle to Work Scheme, December 2014
Interest in using Cycle to Work Scheme remains strong
Figure 63: Future interest in participating in Cycle to Work Scheme, December 2014
Confusion over how it works and employers not taking part are main issues
Figure 64: Attitudes towards Cycle to Work Scheme, December 2014

Attitudes towards Buying and Maintaining Bicycles
Key points
Increasing recognition among buyers that you get what you pay for
Figure 65: Attitudes towards buying and maintaining bicycles, December 2014
Improved infrastructure could stimulate new bicycle sales
Fewer than a fifth would pay more for a brand
Interest-free finance has appeal to a fifth of cyclists
One in six say important to have bicycles repaired/serviced by qualified mechanics

Appendix – Market Size Forecast
Figure 66: UK bicycles market, value forecast scenarios, 2014-19
Figure 67: UK bicycles market, volume forecast scenarios, 2014-19
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